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annotation \ˌa-nə-ˈtā-shən\ a note by way of explanation or comment added to a text or diagram

The New Oxford English Dictionary
thought. To speak of a soteriology, a "systematic
emphasize two points: it is a system of final
traditional sense) offering final solutions to
is also a system of salvation (here in Wilson’s
sense that it makes it possible to organize
polytheism of everyday life and its ills in the dis-
experience diversity, we (may) think unity. 122
mate concern involves both what Weber (194
kind of rationalization the systematic thinker
image of the world: an increasing theoretical
means of increasingly precise and abstract con-
wish to add, a master-text which narrates an a-
verse and of one's place (usually central) in it
myth, story or history.
The phrase "polytheism of everyday
Weber. He opposed "work
which
14. Perfecte functie

De locatie van $f(x,y,z) = x e^{x+y}$ is variabele $x$ van $R$ naar $R$.

Voorbeeld van $f(x,y)$: $f(x,y) = x e^{x+y}$

15. Functionele afgeleiden

Definition

We noemen een functie $f$ van $R$ naar $R$.

Als we $f(x,y) = x e^{x+y}$ dan is de functionele afgeleid van $f$ naar $x$ in het punt $(x,y)$ het is de afgeleide in $x$ van de functie $f$.

1.8 Berekenen van partiële afgeleiden

Niette meer, we moeien naarmate we onderscheiden van de derde variabele $w$. De bedoeling is dat we ook verwijzing mogelijk is tussen verschillende variabele.
That's an annotation!
First cars and trains across Sydney Harbour Bridge, March 1932 / Sam Hood

Format: Glass photonegative
Notes: First cars and trains across Sydney Harbour Bridge. Taken for the Sam Hood News Service.
Official opening of the Sydney Harbour Bridge
From the collections of the Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales
www.sl.nsw.gov.au
Information about photographic collections of the State Library of New South Wales:
MY LAST FLAPPERS

THE JELLY-BEAN

This is a Southern story, with the scene laid in the small Lily of Tarleton, Georgia. I have a profound affection for Tarleton, but somehow whenever I write a story about it I receive letters from all over the South denouncing me in no uncertain terms. "The Jelly-Bean," published in "The Metropolitan," was written full...
users organize, share and communicate information through annotations
So what is YUMA?
The YUMA Universal Media Annotator
(a recursive acronym)
So what is YUMA?

Open source, prototype software developed as part of EuropeanaConnect
So what is YUMA?

Social Semantic Annotation for Images, Maps, Audio and Video in the browser.
Semantic Annotation?

Annotate media with links to a *controlled vocabulary* or *semantic resources* on the Web
ease of use? lots of features?
End-Users?
Developers?
Meet yuma.min.js

A simplified, portable user interface to YUMA that \textit{annotation-enables} existing pages with a few lines of JavaScript
Title: La Maison moderne
Creator: Manuel Orazi
Description:
2 rue de la paix ; 32 rue des Petits-champs ; l'habitation l'ameublement et la parure au XIXe siècle ; J. Mimot 34 rue des martyrs
lithographie
signée b. g. : monogramme
Date: 1896
Rights: Public Domain
References: Click here to view object in Europeana
Provider: Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon ; France
yuma4j

A Java library with server-side functionality for handling and storing annotations
Ask not what YUMA can do for you
We are at the Marketplace
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